Bringing IXL home!
FREE ONLINE LEARNING FOR YOUR CHILD
We’re happy to announce that all PA Cyber 3rd graders will use IXL to help
reinforce our classroom curriculum this year. IXL is an online learning site
that provides unlimited practice in over 6,000 topics. We’ve created a
personal account for your child—sign in and explore!

What you'll find on IXL
UNLIMITED, UNIQUE QUESTIONS

FUN AWARDS

to make practice engaging!

to keep your child motivated!

ADAPTABLE SKILL LEVELS

DETAILED PARENT REPORTS

to support and encourage your child!

to stay in the know!

Have your child sign in today at https://www.ixl.com/signin/pacyber!
If your child needs help signing in, please contact his or her teacher.

Getting started with IXL

Monitoring progress

IXL is an online practice program that we will use to

We want you to be involved in your child’s education

reinforce the curriculum this school year. The program

this year, and IXL will help keep you connected. When

will allow us to individualize the learning experience for

signed in to your child’s account, a number of progress

students so that they can work at their own pace to

reports will be available to you under the Analytics tab,

master the material we will cover. Your child can sign in

including the following that we recommend:

from home by visiting https://www.ixl.com/signin/
pacyber on any computer and entering the username
and password provided by the school. There are even
iPad and Android apps to allow your child to practice on
the go!

Progress and improvement: View all of the skills your
child has practiced, and the progress he or she has
made throughout the school year.
Trouble spots: View just the question types that your
child is struggling with so that you can provide targeted

Making the most of IXL

help at home.

To reinforce what your child has learned at school,
have him or her practice on IXL at home! Your child has
unlimited access to all IXL grade levels, and he or she can

The IXL SmartScore

practice anywhere with Internet access. IXL breaks down

When tracking your child’s progress, you will notice that

topics into progressive skills for each grade level and

many of the reports display a SmartScore for each skill.

content area, and provides immediate feedback with

This is not a percentage or standard scoring system, but

question-specific explanations for every incorrect answer.

is based on a unique algorithm that understands the

This makes it easy for your child to practice the material

learning process. The SmartScore takes into account not

he or she needs to fill gaps in learning, keep up with the

only the number of questions a student has answered

class, and even advance in topic areas of interest.

correctly and incorrectly, but also the difficulty of the
problems and the student’s ability to answer correctly
with consistency. The benefit of this system is that the
score will adapt no matter how many questions your
child answers, ensuring that every student always has
the possibility of reaching his or her SmartScore goal!

Visit https://www.ixl.com/signin/pacyber

